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Abstract

1.

This article brings a novel approach for optimized risk
management in IT service information security. The
new method is based on widely used international standards – best practices – for IT service management
(ISO/IEC 20000) and Information security management
system (ISO/IEC 27000). Firstly, the IT service information security approach is developed (based on a Service
level management extension). Secondly, the authors suggest a new risk management approach, in which a multidomain environment between the parties involved as well
as their satisfaction is taken into consideration. Optimization in risk management is achieved through evaluation of
relevancy and maturity of risk treatment controls on both
sides of the contract. Finally, the results are presented
on a real case study to enable risk analysts, IT service
business owners and process engineers to apply the new
methods in real business.

The number of IT companies and corporations in the European Union that have decided to have their internal
management systems certified according to one of the
recognized international standards has been increasing
steadily. This is obvious from web presentations of leading IT service providers, but also from presentations of a
large number of IT companies that are less well-known.
Many of them already have a Quality management system and Environmental management system certification,
but these days they usually also have certifications in IT
services management (ISO/IEC 20000) and Information
security management (ISO/IEC 27000). Unfortunately,
continuity management certification is still quite often
missing.
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Introduction

The ISO/IEC 20000 and ISO/IEC 27000 standards have
some approaches and business goals in common. That
is why ISO/IEC 27013 is intended to be published by
ISO/IEC organizations. The ISO/IEC 27013 standard
focuses on implementing IT service management (today
in ISO/IEC 20000) and information security management
(today in ISO/IEC 27000) into one management system.
This paper stems from this idea. In addition to that,
we aim at ensuring information security of the IT services provided. In order to achieve this goal, Service Level
Agreement (SLA) is qualitatively extended by a Protection Level Agreement (PLA) definition. Moreover, it is
not possible to focus on a single domain (one organization)
in this kind of environment. The only way to manage
information security of IT services in a multi-domain environment (IT service provider and IT service consumer)
is to develop a management system for this multi-domain
environment.
According to the above-mentioned international standards, management is performed by a risk management
process. This brings up another key goal of this paper
– developing a risk management methodology for multidomain environments.
The authors of this text develop a unique new approach to
risk management, in which it is possible to evaluate controls of risk treatment and optimize the risk treatment
process on both sides of the contract. In order to evaluate the treatment controls, new terms are defined in the
paper – relevancy of control and maturity of control. The
ability to control and reduce the risk is calculated from
the relevancy and maturity values. The authors are aware
that this ability might be different in different organiza-
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tion environments (IT service provider and customer).
The text does not focus on risk analysis as such, as a number of risk analysis methods have already been described.
Instead, the authors use the existing risk analysis methods and develop a new risk management approach.
The new risk management method is significant advancement in the whole risk management process. At the same
time it is important to note that the developed risk management process works just as well in a single domain
environment.
The paper is organized in the following way:
• Firstly, methodology requirements are introduced
– both the requirements of ISO/IEC 20000 and
ISO/IEC 27000 and the methodology for risk analysis which is used in the text.
• Secondly, Protection Level Agreements are defined
to embed information security to IT service management.
• Thirdly, a new risk management process is developed.
• Finally, the developed methods are demonstrated in
a selected case study.
The risk analysis method is not discussed in detail on purpose. This is because the authors’ results are independent
of the selected risk analysis approach.
The research described in the paper is innovative and
unique in the following aspects:
1. It introduces a new system for IT service information security by extending standard Service Level
Agreements.
2. It is consistent with real business situations in which
security incidents may occur on both sides of the
contract.
3. The developed risk management approach enables
evaluation of risk treatment controls.
4. Based on the evaluation of controls, the selected controls are (or are not) implemented in real business.

ISO/IEC 20000

The ISO/IEC 20000 standard [6, 7, 1, 2, 3] is intended
for implementation of processes that ensure IT services
providing in accordance with best practices. ISO/IEC
20000 is the first International Standard for IT Service
Management. It is based on and intended to supersede
the earlier British Standard BS 15000. ISO/IEC 20000 is
a process-based standard. ISO/IEC 20000 is not intended
for product, tool or IT service assessment.
It can be used by businesses tendering for their services;
by businesses requiring a consistent approach by all service providers in a supply chain; by service providers to
benchmark their IT service management; as the basis
for an independent assessment; by an organization which
needs to demonstrate the ability to provide services that
meet customer´s requirements; and by an organization
which aims to improve service through effective application of processes to monitor and improve service quality.
The international ISO/IEC 20000 standard consists of two
parts:
1. ISO/IEC 20000-1:2005 Information Technology –
Service Management – Specification.
2. ISO/IEC 20000-2:2005 Information Technology –
Service Management – Code of practice.
From a different point of view, this standard consists of a
number of mutually linked processes, which can be summarized as follows:
Requirements for a management system: the task is
to provide a management system that consists of policies
and framework which enable effective management and
IT services implementation.
Planning and implementing service management:
it applies the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) methodology
to all processes. The PDCA cycle was introduced by W.
Edwards Deming during his mission in Japan after World
War II, when several statistically oriented scientists were
sent to help rebuild the economy in Japan. The meaning of PDCA is the following: plan = planning of service
management within the organization, do = implementing the service management objectives and plan, check
= monitoring and measuring whether the service management objectives are being achieved, act = continuous
improving.

5. The new risk management approach is independent
of the existing risk analysis methods; therefore, it
can be used in any existing risk management system.

The principle of the PDCA methodology is widely used
in all management systems.

6. Modeling of real risk values is possible by using the
new risk management method.

Planning and implementing new or changed services: to ensure that new and changed services will be
deliverable and manageable at the cost and service quality
agreed.

7. The new risk management method is open to specific
needs of a particular business.

2.

2.1

113

Methodology Requirements

This chapter gives a brief introduction of international
standards and requirements. It aims to provide a basic
framework, not a detailed description. For better understanding, it is recommended to study the international
standards described below.

Service delivery processes: to define, agree, record
and manage service levels; to produce agreed, on-time, reliable and accurate reports for informed decision making
and effective communication; to ensure that the service
continuity and availability agreed will be met in any circumstances; to budget and account for the cost of service
provision; to ensure that the service provider has sufficient
capacity to meet the current and future agreed demands
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of the customer’s business needs; to manage information
security within all service activities.

be ISO/IEC 27036 – security requirements in outsourcing,
and many others.

Relationship processes: the goal is to establish and
maintain a good relationship between a service provider
and customer; to manage suppliers.

An extremely simplified information security management system (ISMS) compliant with ISO/IEC 27001:2005
would contain the following three key principles. However, these principles are absolutely mandatory:

Resolution processes: to restore the agreed service
back to the business as soon as possible or to respond to
a service request; to minimize disruption to the business
by identification and analysis of the cause of incidents.
Control processes: to define and control the components of the service and maintain configuration information; to ensure that all changes are assessed, agreed on,
implemented and reviewed in a controlled way.
Release processes: to deliver, distribute and track
changes in a release into the environment.
It should be emphasized that all of the processes are
closely related. For example, a satisfactory relationship
with customers cannot be established without a proper incident management. A release process is running at risk
of total chaos unless change management is implemented.
The main difference between part one and two of ISO/IEC
20000 is in the fact that part one describes requirements,
whereas part two brings recommendations. The word
shall is used in every sentence of part one, whereas in part
2 it is should. That means that part two includes recommendations, industry consensus, best possible practices
and recommended ways of meeting customer’s business
needs with agreed resources. Part two includes all of the
processes described in part one.

2.2

ISO/IEC 27000

The family of international standards ISO/IEC 27000 [8,
9, 10, 11, 1, 2, 4, 14, 13] has become a standard attitude to
establish information security. The most significant part
of ISO/IEC 27000 consists of the following:
• ISO/IEC 27001:2005 – Information technology – Security techniques – Information security management systems – Requirements.
• ISO/IEC 27002:2005 (ISO/IEC 17799) – Information technology – Security techniques – Code
of practice for information security management.
From practical point of view, this is a list and description of control that are used for information
security risk treatment.

1. Information security management system is based
on the PDCA principle. This means that ISMS
is based on continuous improvement. Important
connections among particular parts of the ISO/IEC
27000 family are provided by PDCA as well; for example, phase C refers to ISO/IEC 27004:2009, etc.
2. The risk analysis results define which way the effort will be directed. The risk analysis determines
priorities in information security.
3. Based on information security risk evaluation, some
of the controls from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 are selected to be implemented. To ensure information security in the organization, it is not necessary to implement all of the controls from ISO/IEC
27002:2005 (it contains 133 controls). For example,
if e-business services are not provided by the organization, the related controls, obviously, are not implemented. However, if there is an audit, a relevant
explanation must be provided.
This short explanation of ISO/IEC 27000 should be sufficient for understanding the next part of this paper. However, it is strongly recommended to study all of the above
mentioned standards in detail.
In the next part of the paper, application of controls for
risk reduction means just the implementation of controls
from ISO/IEC 27002:2005.

2.3

BITS Recommendation

This part of the text aims to explain the selected attitude
to risk analysis. Without any further detailed explanation, recommendation BITS [12] is used for risk analysis
[20, 19, 11, 5, 18, 16, 24, 22, 25, 21, 17]. This recommendation is in accordance with ISO/IEC 27005:2008. The
risk value is calculated as follows:

risk = impact ∗ threat ∗ vulnerability

(1)

• ISO/IEC 27005:2008 – Information technology – Security techniques – Information security risk management.

Impact stands for a potential damage of information asset
of the organization. Threat is a probability that impact
will occur. Vulnerability means probability that the existing protection will fail and threat will cause impact. This
means that there is only one way to reduce the resulting risk value – by decreasing vulnerability. Impact and
threat define the risk scenario. All information regarding
the risk is stored and maintained in a risk register.

The list is not complete at all, though. For example, the
plan of ISO/IEC organizations is to develop and publish
ISO/IEC 27013 which will focus on implementation of IT
service management (today in ISO/IEC 20000) and information security management (today in ISO/IEC 27000)
into one management system. The next examples could

Threat and vulnerability are both probability values,
which means that they are evaluated on a 0 to 1 scale.
Impact is evaluated on a relative scale from 0 to 1000.
Nonetheless, our approach can be used in any environment, regardless to the selected risk management methodology. There is only one requirement – vulnerability must
be a part of the risk evaluation.

• ISO/IEC 27004:2009 – Information technology – Security techniques – Information security management – Measurement.
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For more information, readers are encouraged to study
the BITS recommendation and ISO/IEC 27005:2008.

3.

IT Service Information Security – Protection
Level Agreements

According to ISO/IEC 20000, IT service providers have
to manage two basic objectives. First, they have to manage the internal environment in which the IT service is
produced. Second, they also need to control the external
environment (if possible) – for example, by a relationship management process. In addition to that, IT service
providers must have an absolutely clear idea of the parameters of the IT service being provided. This is embedded
in the Service Level Agreement (SLA). If the goal is to
manage information security, a description of information
security requirements should be in the same place as service level requirements.
Frankova and Yautsiukhin [15] in propose implementation of security for business processes. Without any
doubt, providing an IT service is an important business
process. Frankova and Yautsiukhin define a Protection
Level Agreement (PLA) as a contractual version of SLA.
PLA describes security requirements for business process
providers.
However, this approach has one drawback. Let us suppose
that IT service provider and IT service consumer are not
enemies, but partners [23]. Then it is possible to assume
that the PLA consists of two parts:
1. Information security requirements for the IT service
provider.
2. Conditions that need to be fulfilled before provider’s
engagement.
In other words, the security requirements cannot be claimed from the IT service provider because the IT service consumer has
breached the agreed information security engagement.
The critical part of PLA is the risk register mentioned in
the previous part of this text. The data in risk register
has to be communicated and agreed by both sides of the
SLA/PLA contract.

4.

Degree:
0

0,25
0,5
0,75
1

Degree:
0
0,25
0,5
0,75
1
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Table 1: Relevancy definition
Relevancy of control – description:
Control is not relevant to vulnerability and
it is not implemented. It is possible to ignore this particular control in the particular situation.
Control is poorly relevant to vulnerability.
Control is relevant to vulnerability.
Control is strongly relevant to vulnerability.
Control is absolutely relevant to vulnerability.

Table 2: Maturity definition
Maturity of control – description:
Control is not implemented.
Control is only intuitive, repeatability is
not ensured.
Control is defined.
Control is defined and measurable.
Control is implemented and optimized.
This control is not selected for risk reduction in the particular situation.

from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 Physical security perimeter: by
suitable placement of server, it is possible to reduce the
impact of fire; however, 9.1.4 Protecting against external
and environmental threats (include spark-quenching device installation) has a definitely higher ability to reduce
potential fire. We define relevancy of control as a linear
scale from 0 to 1 in which 1 indicates maximum relevancy
whereas 0 means no relevancy (i.e. this particular control is not selected/implemented). In future, it will be
possible to measure IT infrastructure to be able to derive
relevancy directly. At this point, evaluation of relevancies
is a goal of a risk analyst.
Maturity – this indicator is defined for every control
from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 as well. The maturity indicator shows how the particular control is already (if so)
implemented in the environment of the organization (separately for IT service provider and consumer). If the control is implemented 100%, the maturity is equal to 1, if
not, then it is 0.

PLA Risk Management

Both IT service provider and consumer are concerned
about information security of the IT service being provided. If there is a risk of an information security incident, both sides of the SLA/PLA contract are responsible
for information risk treatment. This means that controls
from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 are implemented on both sides
of the contract as well. Obviously, only relevant ISO/IEC
27002:2005 controls should be implemented.
To enable risk analysts, managers and decision makers
to select controls between the parties, it is necessary to
evaluate potentially implemented controls from ISO/IEC
27002:2005. Both relevancy and maturity of control are
evaluated in order to enable risk management system to
compare the selected controls:
Relevancy (also called supposed efficiency) is a newly
defined term. It is an expression of possible ability to control and reduce vulnerability. For example, control 9.1.1

The following tables (Table 1 and Table 2) define relevancy and maturity.

4.1

Ability to Reduce Vulnerability

This part of the text explains how the particular controls
based on relevancy and maturity can be evaluated. The
evaluation is used to calculate the ability of control to
reduce the risk (to reduce vulnerability). The following
assumptions are used:
• Relevancy parameter describes the rate of ability
to reduce vulnerability. It is used to compare control between both sides of the SLA/PLA contract.
Higher relevancy means higher vulnerability reduction.
• Maturity parameter defines the level of implementation on the particular control in the organization.
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If the maturity is high, no possible area for improvement is defined by this particular control. This
means that control with high maturity does not reduce vulnerability as much as the control with lower
maturity.
To sum it up, each particular control contributes to vulnerability reduction by the portion of relevancy defined
by maturity.
Mathematically:
Ai = relevancyi ∗ (1 − maturityi )

(2)

Where: i ∈ h1, ni and n is the number of selected controls
from ISO/IEC 27002:2005.
To enable readers of this text to apply these conclusions
in real life, the following is presented:
1. In the case of two identical risk scenarios, the relevancy of controls applied from ISO/IEC 27002:2005
catalogue is identical. However, if the vulnerability is different, the maturity of controls is different
(higher vulnerability means lower maturity and vice
versa).
2. If the relevancy of two particular controls is 0.5 or
1, the reduction ability of the first control is equal
to one third compared to the second control (which
is two thirds).
3. If the relevancy of one particular control equals 0.5
and maturity equals 0.5, the reduction ability is 0.25
– in the context of the others.
4. In ISO/IEC 27002:2005, there is always at least one
control which is relevant to the identified risk. If
not, the risk is not from the information security
area. However, in special cases, it is necessary to
use narrowly specialized catalogues of controls (e.g.
the PCI DSS standard for e-business areas).
5. If there is vulnerability in the environment of the
organization, there is at least one control with maturity lower than one. If this is not the case, there
must be a mistake in the analysis.

4.2

Function of Aggregated Vulnerability Reduction
Ability

Once all of the selected controls are evaluated for relevancy and maturity (and their ability to reduce vulnerability), the next step is to select (keeping the resulting
risk value in mind) which of the controls will be really
implemented. Risk management analysts usually select
the controls that can be really implemented, and so the
decision in fact is which control will be implemented on
both sides of the SLA/PLA contract.

Table 3: Maturity definition
Index:
1
2
3
4
5
Relevancy: 0,75 1 0,25 0,5
1
Maturity:
0
0
0
0,5 0,25
Ai
0,75 1 0,25 0,25 0,75
environment: either none of the selected controls is implemented, or all of the selected controls are implemented.
We believe that a reasonable approach is somewhere between the two extremes. In risk management approaches
being used today, such a reasonable approach is simply
estimated. In this text, however, it is calculated exactly
(the complete example can be found in the next chapter).
First, the combination matrix C, type (m, n) where m =
2n , n is the number of selected controls, is defined. Every
row of the C matrix is defined by particular bits of binary numbers obtained from conversion of decimal value
of (m − 1).
Second, a formal definition of function of an aggregated
vulnerability reduction ability is as follows:
VAm =

n
X

C(m, i) ∗ Ai

(3)

i=1

The sum is computed for all possible combinations of implementation (or no implementation) of the selected controls; Ai is the value of ability to reduce vulnerability of
each particular control.
The following example is provided for better understanding. Table 3 defines selected controls and the evaluations.
The combination matrix is given

0 0 0
 0 0 0

 0 0 0
C=
 0 0 0
 . . .
1 1 1

by:
0
0
1
1
.
1

0
1
0
1
.
1









Every row of the combination matrix is (element by element) multiplied by the vector of ability to reduce vulnerability; individual products are summed in each row. The
length of vector of the function of the aggregated vulnerability reduction ability is m. The particular values are
sorted. For the example defined above the resulting values
are shown in the following graph – Figure 1.

Prior to the procedure presentation, the key aspect is repeated: if an identical risk scenario is considered in two
different environments with two different vulnerabilities,
there is more space for improvement in the environment
where the vulnerability is higher. This is because the
relevancy of controls associated with two identical risk
scenarios is the same.

A very interesting result is in the rows of the combination
matrix. The rows are sorted by the sorted vector of the
function of the aggregated vulnerability reduction ability.
In this example, a few last rows of the combination matrix
are as follows:


. . . . .
 0 1 1 1 1


 1 1 1 1 0


 1 1 0 0 1
 1 1 0 1 1


 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1

Usually, one can find two extreme approaches to the selection of controls intended to be implemented in the real

Let us say beforehand that every row of the sorted combination matrix indicates whether or not the particular
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Figure 1: Sorted values of aggregated vulnerability reduction ability.

Figure 2: Risk values based on given combination
of controls.

selected control is implemented in the SLA/PLA environment. For example, columns one and two may represent implementation of controls on the side of IT service
provider; the remaining columns indicate implementation
of selected controls in the environment of IT service consumer.

able when all of them are implemented 100% is equal to
2 (the ideal resulting vulnerability is 1.14%).

4.3

Function of Optimized Risk Reduction

The last step is a definition of an optimized risk reduction
function. Firstly, the function of the previous risk is defined. Previous means the risk from the time of the risk
analysis (R stands for the risk, I stands for the impact, T
stands for the threat and V stands for the vulnerability):
RP = I ∗ T ∗ VP

(4)

Secondly, an ideal risk value is defined. This value is
achieved when all of the selected controls are implemented
100% (maturity of all the controls is equal to one):
RI = I ∗ T ∗ VI

(5)

Thirdly, the vulnerability for the given combination of
controls is defined as follows:
Vm = (VAm ∗ (VP − VI )) + VI

(6)

This leads us to the following idea: the values of the vulnerability vectors are not spread from previous to ideal
vulnerability evenly. They are spread according to the
values of the function of the aggregated vulnerability reduction ability (i.e. according to a particular combination
of implemented controls within the given risk management system).
Finally, the risk value for the given combination of controls is defined:
Rm = I ∗ T ∗ Vm

(7)

The above-mentioned example is now continued by definition of the risk scenario (only numeric values without
relevant context are mentioned, this would be necessary
in a real system):
Impact = 350, Threat = 50%, Vulnerability = 50%.
The resulting risk value according to BITS methodology
equals 87.5. The risk analyst, using his/her experience,
selected a set of controls and the ideal risk value achiev-

For the sake of completeness, it is also necessary to define
the level of risk acceptance. This is usually given by the
risk management methodology. In this paper, the level of
acceptance equals 10 (green line); whereas 30 (red line in
the graph) stands for the level of acceptance if the risk reducing would be expensive, etc. (i.e. a manager’s decision
is necessary). The resulting risk values according to the
sorted function of the aggregated vulnerability reduction
ability change are as follows – see Figure 2.
The corresponding combinations of controls are already
shown above.

5.

Selected Case Study

The organization providing IT service in maintaining
hardware components and IT equipment (personal computers, servers, network components, etc.) is considered
to demonstrate the functionality and advantage of algorithms defined above. In this case, the service provider resells IT hardware to customers and guarantees to provide
hardware maintenance. Thus, apart from compliance to
the SLA requirements, information security requirements
must be met as well. The following risk is considered as
an example:

• Description: the risk of sensitive data leakage –
hardware data carriers being maintained may contain sensitive business or private information (configuration files, critical business documents); in addition to that, these hardware components may be
provided to a third party.
• Impact: 450, leakage of sensitive information is possible in the case of improper data shredding.
• Threat: 0,3 (30%), the impact may occur – mistake of administrators is possible, intention is not
expected or is very improbable.
• Vulnerability: 0,3 (30%), lower maturity of information security management system on the side of IT
service customer.
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• Resulting risk value = 40.5 – this risk has to be
treated immediately (based on the risk management
methodology).
• The ideal possible risk value in the case of ideal implementation of all the selected controls is selected
by the risk analyst (the value equals three). The
lower value is probably not attainable if we consider
there are two different subjects involved (it is difficult to keep the business processes of a third party
under control).

5.1

Selection of Controls From ISO/IEC 27002:2005

For the purposes of risk treatment (i.e. decreasing the vulnerability), the controls from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 were
selected on both sides of the contract. Also relevancy and
maturity were evaluated on both sides of contract.
For the IT service provider, the following controls are selected:

Figure 3: Risk values based on given combination
of controls.

• 6.1.3; Responsibilities in information security area
should be defined to be clear and understandable;
relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.
• 7.1.3; Rules for the use of information assets should
be identified, documented and implemented; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.
• 7.2.1; Information assets should be classified; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.
• 7.2.2; Information assets should be labeled based
on correct classification; relevancy = 1; maturity =
0,75.
• 8.2.2; All employees (third parties included when
risk analysis indicates the need) should be trained
and tested in information security area on a periodic
basis; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.
• 8.2.3; Formal disciplinary rules should be in place;
relevancy = 0,5; maturity = 0,5.
For the IT service consumer, the following controls are
selected:
• 6.1.3; Responsibilities in information security area
should be defined to be clear and understandable;
relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.
• 6.1.5; Requirements for confidentiality should be
agreed and reviewed on a periodic basis; relevancy
= 0,75; maturity = 0,75.
• 6.2.1; Prior access of a third party is granted, all
associated risks should be identified; relevancy =
0,25; maturity = 0,5.

Figure 4: Risk values based on given combination
of controls – acceptable values.
• 7.2.2; Information assets should be labeled based on
correct classification; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,5.
• 8.2.2; All employees (third parties included when
risk analysis indicates the need) should be trained
and tested in information security area on a periodic
basis; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,5.
• 8.2.3; Formal disciplinary rules should be in place;
relevancy = 0,5; maturity = 0,25.
• 9.2.6; All storage medias in all forms should be security checked to ensure they contain no sensitive data
prior to any transport from normal work location;
relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,25.
• 10.1.2; Changes should be managed; relevancy = 1;
maturity = 0,75

• 7.1.1; All information assets of the organization
should be identified and the list maintained; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0.

The risk value evolution based on a sorted combination of
controls is displayed in the following graph – see Figure 3.

• 7.1.2; A business owner should be identified for every information asset; relevancy = 1; maturity =
0,25.

Acceptable risk values are shown in the following graph –
see Figure 4.

• 7.2.1; Information assets should be classified; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,5.

It is necessary to follow a particular combination of resulting controls and resulting risk to optimize the target
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risk value and final decision on control selection of both
sides of the SLA/PLA contract. Possible combinations
for the IT service customer and provider are listed below
for some resulting risk values (individual ones and zeros
are in the same order as definition of the selected controls
for the risk treatment):

6.

119

Conclusion and Future Research

In this paper, we have introduced a new dimension to
IT service information security (based on ISO/IEC 20000
and ISO/IEC 27000). A new risk management approach
was developed to ensure IT service information security.

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 011111;
consumer: 11011111111

The functionality and advantage of this approach was
demonstrated on the selected case study in a multidomain environment. However, this new approach is also
designed to be used within a single organization (e.g. for
risk management in information security). In addition to
that, there is an advantage of modeling risk evaluation
during a continuous risk treatment.

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 101111;
consumer: 10111111111

The potential for future research seems to be in the following areas:

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 011111;
consumer: 10111111111

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 101111;
consumer: 11011111111
• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 110111;
consumer: 10111111111

1. The relevancies of controls from the ISO/IEC
27002:2005 are assessed by a risk analyst. However,
it will be possible in the future to measure real business data in order to derive relevancies of controls.

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 110111;
consumer: 11011111111

2. Business expenses are not included in the developed
algorithms. One possible way of extension is to involve a cost aspect to the algorithms.

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111011;
consumer: 10111111111

3. The next step will be implementation of a risk register in which the algorithms specified above will be
implemented.

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111011;
consumer: 11011111111
• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111101;
consumer: 10111111111
• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111101;
consumer: 11011111111
• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111110;
consumer: 10111111111
• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111110;
consumer: 11011111111
• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 00111111111
• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 01011111111
• Risk = 4.0714; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 10011111111
• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 10111111110
• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 11011111110
• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 11111111011
The selection of a particular combination of control on the
side of provider and customer is based on the intended risk
value, real business situation and control implementation
expenses.
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